No. F. 1/38(03)/2020-R.1
UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
RECRUITMENT-1 SECTION
Recruitment to 03-UR posts of Lecturer (Prosthetics &
Orthotics) in All India Institute of Physical Medicine &
Rehabilitation (AIIPMR) in Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare

Name of the Post:

Advertisement No:
08/2020
20080804108
Recruitment Case
Date of Interview
To be declared later on
 Final Short-Listing Criteria for UR categories: EQ(a)+EQ(b) enhanced 2
years to 4 years experience, or,
 EQ(c) + EQ (d) enhanced 3 years to 5 years.
 Based on the scrutiny of the documents/certificates uploaded with online
recruitment application, the following applicants have been short-listed to
be called for interview:
 1. The scrutiny and short-listing details of this recruitment case were
initially uploaded on the website of the Commission on 24 November, 21.
Subsequently, the candidates were given a widow to express their concerns
through email within 15 days.
 2.
The representations from the following were received against their
rejection and examined as under:(a) Dr Abhishek Tripathi, Roll No 03/Gen
Reason
for Now
Claimed
Initial Rejection Candidate
He was rejected
in
initial
scrutiny due to
overage.
(b)

The candidate has now Rejection is maintained since
claimed for age relaxation no relaxation entitled for
for
his
contractual contractual period.
period.

Dr Lukeshkumar Rajendra Bhuyar, Roll No 33/OBC
He was rejected
in initial scrutiny
due
to
no
response to call
for
documents
(CFD).

(c)

by Final scrutiny

The candidate has now Candidate
may
be
submitted 10th certificate as short-listed and called
was asked in CFD and for interview.
regretted for delay with
domestic and professional
reasons.

Dr Poonam Sharma, Roll No 43/Gen
The
candidate
was
rejected
in
initial
scrutiny due for having
experience less than 05
years in particular field.

The candidate has
now claimed 07 years
experience
with
various Institutes.

Since candidate does not
have valid experience for
05 years, hence rejection
maintained.

(d)

Dr Prakash Sahoo, Roll No 46/Gen
The
candidate
was
rejected
in
initial
scrutiny due to not
uploaded
10th
certificate and does not
meeting
enhanced
experience criteria

(e)

He
has
submitted
10th certificate as
DoB proof but still not
fulfilling
enhanced
experience criteria.

The candidate does not
fulfilling
enhance
experience
criteria,
hence
rejection
maintained.

Dr Sant Prakash Gautam, Roll No 69/SC
The candidate was
rejected
in
initial
scrutiny due to not
meeting
enhanced
experience criteria

The candidate Since candidate does not have
has
now valid
enhanced
experience,
claimed having hence rejection maintained.
eligibility
criteria.

Category
UR

Short-listed Applicants
Roll Nos 16, 18, 22, 33, 34, 35, 41, 49, 50, 61, 63, 65, 68,
73, 74, 83, 84, 87, 92 & 93 = 20 candidates
 Following Applications have been rejected as under:

Category/Reason of Rejection

Roll Nos.

Non submission of documents in
response of e-mail
Candidates covered under enhanced
criteria but rejected enhanced LEQ(B)

Roll No 13, 30 & 53 = 03
Candidates
Roll No 58, 59, 29, 54, 17, 06, 10,
37, 39, 03, 52, 43, 09, 48, 90, 66,
64, 91, 08, 55, 24, 51, 60, 46, 76,
31, 47, 36, 38, 82, 25, 42, 32, 71,
27 & 88 = 36 Candidates
Remaining all candidates.

Candidates not fulfilling the short
listing criteria/BCA (Better Candidates
Available)
No further correspondence on the subject will be entertained

(Parimal Thakur)
Deputy Secretary/Consultant (R.1)

